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The 9/11 Heroes Medal of Valor was created specifically to honor the 442 public 
safety officers who were killed in the line of duty during the September 11, 2001    
terrorist attacks. The medals were presented to the families of the fallen officers 
on September 9, 2005 by George W. Bush. 

September 2019 

From Your President . . . 

I hope your summer has been fulfilling and relaxing. August has been a busy time for the Guild.  

Our August program (introduction to Urban Sketchers and the Plein Aire group) was well attended, 
provided interesting insights on how to equip for outdoor sketching, and painting and encouraging some 
attendees to become involved. Before the main program, Belinda Botzong led a new Special Interest 
group (Painting in Acrylics) in a first meeting, also well attended and very enthusiastic. Thank you for 
setting this up, Belinda.   

August 24, our Special Events Coordinator, Janice Hartwell, led a group visit to the Bellingham Theater 
Guild. Thank you for organizing this introduction to the performing arts, Janice. For anyone who missed 
it, there is a report on the trip in this Newsletter. 

Your Guild Board has been working hard (particularly our Trustees, Diana Guza-Wells, 
Pam Pontious, Karen Angell and Karen Tobiassen) amending our Bylaws. It is five 
years since they were reviewed and much has changed in the Guild in that time. At the 
August Board meeting, the updated document was reviewed and voted into place. The 
main changes are as follows: 

WAM Chair position has changed to a Vice President, elected position. 
The Membership Chair position changed to a Director, elected position. 
The Board quorum required for voting was raised to 6 elected Board members. 
The position of Outreach Chair has been established. 
Wording of the Guild’s Purpose is aligned with the Guild Washington State Articles 

of Incorporation. 
Inclusion of requirements for technology capability for Secretary, Treasurer, and 
Membership Director Board positions . 
Miscellaneous corrections to unclear or ambiguous wording.  

Thanks to our Trustees for completing what is often a thankless task, but most im-
portant to our continuing health as an organization supporting the local art community. 

During August, our VP Shows, Carol Ann Anderson, finalized the arrangements for  
our member artists’ participation in the Bellingham SeaFeast event, to be held            
September 21/22nd. Good luck to everyone taking part in the Show.   

Our September meeting goes on the 10th.We will talk about the slate of candidates for 
the 2020 Board plus the Bylaws amendments in the business portion of the meeting.  
Our program is an ever-popular ‘meet and greet’ session – bring along your art and be 
prepared to learn more about our art and our members. See the Newsletter article for 
more information. And as always, bring along your art entry for Artist of the Month. 

See you September 10th!    Pat Fisher 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_safety
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Public_safety
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/September_11,_2001


           Belinda Botzong                 
  Whimsical Garden                      

  Mixed Media                    

  Banner Bank 

Pauline Petterssen 
Arts Goblets 
Mixed  Media                
Colophon 

Jan Omey 
Gord Basket  

WAM 

   Mechel Bell           
    Under the Sea                      

    Mixed Media         

    WAM 

Caroline Schauer and Judy Bishop tallying the votes for 

Artist of the Month.  Thanks ladies for what you do. 
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Anita Thompson                  Phyllis Smith                 Ann Davidson                

The program at the August General Meeting was a shared presentation by our Plein Aire subgroup 
and the Urban Sketchers.  Although they are two separate groups, there are very similar in what they 
offer. Celia Clarke gave a presentation about the Plein Aire group, and Karen Ver Burg gave a     
presentation about the local chapter of Urban Sketchers 

 

Celia Clarke    Arlene Mortimer      Celia Clarke 
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Urban Sketchers 

Karen Ver Burg spoke about Urban Sketchers, an    

international organization with an actual ‘manifesto’! 
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Karen Ver Burg reports on the Urban Sketchers: 
 
We now have a Bellingham chapter of Urban Sketchers, an international   
movement of people who are passionate about "showing their world, one   
drawing at a time."  
 
We enjoy meeting at locations around our area for what we call, "sketch crawls". 
We usually meet on Saturday mornings, from 10 - noon twice a month.         
 
The Sketchers operate in a very casual, encouraging and fun setting, and        
anyone, whether a beginner or intermediate sketcher, is welcome to join us. 
 
1. We draw on location, indoors or out, capturing what we see from direct      
observation. 
2. Our drawings tell the story of our surroundings, the places we live and   
where we travel. 
3. Our drawings are a record of time and place. 
4. We are truthful to the scenes we witness. 
5. We use any kind of media and cherish our individual styles. 
6. We support each other and draw together. 
7. We share our drawings online. 
8. We show the world, one drawing at a time. 

Right:  Ann Davidson taking a break                                                                    
  to feed the local residents.   

             Photo compliments of Beth Roberson. 

For more information check out our blog:    
              urbansketchersbellingham.blogspot.com 
 
or Facebook page for info and scheduled events: 
              Bellingham Urban Sketchers 
International website:  www.urbansketchers.org 
 

Or you can contact: 
Kathy Enghart -  katharineenghart@gmail.com 
Karen Ver Burg -  karen.verburg@gmail.com 

Every Friday at 11am a happy, enthusiastic group of artists meet around town to sketch 

and paint together.  In the Summer we meet outdoors in the wonderful local parks and 
during the Winter we meet in welcoming restaurants and coffee shops. There are       
between 4 and 15 regular attendees, at all different levels in our artistic journeys. There 
are no rules, and no special equipment is needed. Everyone is welcome!  If you are    

interested send your email address to celiaanneclarke@outlook.com and I will send you 
a weekly email telling you of the next Friday's location.    

    Our planned locations for September are:                                                                         
 9/6  Elizabeth Park,         
 9/13 Tiff's Dahlias                                                                                         
 9/20 Semiahmoo,         
 9/27 Jansen Art Center 
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On August 24, WAG members were given a behind the scenes tour 
of the Bellingham Theater Guild by long-time volunteer Doug 
Staurcher.  Doug shared information about the Theatre Guild’s   
history, which dates back to 1929.  The Guild building used to be an 
old church, and was once owned by the colorful evangelist, Amy 
Semple McPherson before it was purchased by the Guild in 1944.   

In those days a group of friends met to read plays for their own amusement. When they began 
acting out the characters for the enjoyment of others, furniture and props were borrowed 
from a neighbor who later willed them to the theatre.  

 
 
 

 

We saw hundreds of carefully stored costumes waiting to be refitted or restyled, transporting 
the next wearer to another time and place.  A complete room was reserved for shoes and hats, 
and there were many shelves for food (props). On stage, we saw several ladies painting the   
walls a soft mauve, and preparing the columns to become faux marble. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Traditionally, actors sign the walls. Unfortunately, an ambitious painter deleted the signature  
of Hillary Swank. 

The Bellingham Theatre Guild is entirely staffed by volunteers, including fellow artist and 
WAG member, Jeff Eastman. Some have given their time for decades. Professional quality     
actors, singers and dancers also give of their talents for no pay. And each season, September 
through June, five shows, comedies, mysteries and musicals, run for 17 performances each. 
 
Our peek behind the scenes sure gave us more appreciation of the art of theatre production. 
 
Janice Hartwell,                                                                                                                                        
Events Chairman 
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At the OCTOBER General Meeting we will be giving away a square canvas to 

anyone interested in painting something for the NOVEMBER Challenge.  The 

use of  canvas is not a requirement of  the Challenge. 

 
 The theme  of  the challenge will be “Water World”.  
 
What will this bring to mind for you? Raindrops, sea life, environmental issues, 

reflections on water or your plumbing? We hope you start thinking about some 
interesting ideas! 
 

See you at the October meeting to pick up your canvas and start creating! 
 
 

 
 
  

 
 

              Thanks. Your Challenge team, 

       Beth Roberson, Karen Ver Burg and Celia Clarke. 

This is a  “heads up” concerning the November Artists Challenge.  
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Continuing our countdown of the top 10 popular 
National Parks, Yosemite National Park, comes 
in at 4th place.    
  

Yosemite National Park is located in the central Sierra Nevada of  California. Three 

wilderness areas are adjacent to Yosemite: the Ansel Adams Wilderness to the   

southeast, the Hoover Wilderness to the northeast, and the Emigrant Wilderness to 

the north. 

Roughly the size of  Rhode Island, the park is 

internationally recognized for its granite 

cliffs, waterfalls, clear streams, giant sequoia 

groves, lakes, mountains, meadows, glaciers, 
and biological diversity.  Almost 95% of  the 

park is designated wilderness.     

The name "Yosemite" (meaning "killer" in 

Miwok) originally referred to the name of  a 

renegade tribe which was driven out of  the 
area as a result of  the Mariposa War which 

was sparked by the 1849 California Gold 

Rush. The gold rush increased pressure on 

the Native Americans who were forced off  

their gold-rich lands. 

 Thomas Almond Ayres (1816-1858) was a California gold 

rush-era artist, most famous for drawing the first rendering 
of Yosemite Valley to be published and popularized. 
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El Capitan from Yosemite Valley, Yosemite National Park 
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Ansel Adams photographing Yosemite National Park. 

 

 

 

At age 14 Ansel Adams first visited Yosemite in 1916, and returned every year throughout his 

life. In Yosemite he fell in love with the Western wilderness and became a photographer; he made 

more photographs at Yosemite than at any other place. 

On April 10, 1927, Ansel Adams clambered 

through Yosemite with four of his friends in tow. 
Their destination-Half Dome. 
 
Although he made the trip twice before, Adams 

was intent on capturing the perfect shot of Half 
Dome to add to his portfolio—a shot that would 
launch his career as one of the most influential 
photographers of the 20th century. 

 
At age 25, Adams was an accomplished pianist, 
and had spent a winter in San Francisco teaching 

music lessons and performing as part of the 

Milanvi Trio. But, he sought national fame 
through photography so he charted a new course 
and it soon became clear to Adams that his level  

of talent would only garner him local fame,    
never national. 

In 1926, his mentor Albert Bender, a patron of 

the arts in San Francisco, tasked him with    
producing a portfolio of large-format            
black-and-white photographs of mountains that 
he would finance, and help the young artist sell. 

Adams already had a collection of several     
images, but sought the illusive, dramatic shot 
that would bring him fame, and he believed that 
capturing Half Dome would be his ticket. 

The Photo That Made Ansel Adams Famous 

Monolith, the Face of Half Dome 
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Ansel Adams photographing Yosemite National Park. 

The Photo That Made Ansel Adams Famous 

For the second exposure, he used a deep red filter that would 

darken the sky almost to black and emphasize the white snow 
on Half Dome’s cliff face. The filter made all the difference, as Adams quickly realized when he 
developed the photo later that night. He considered Monolith, the Face of Half Dome, Yosemite National Park, 

California (1927) his “first really fine photograph,” a career-changing image that marked his first 

successful “visualization”—Adams’s term for carefully determining all elements of a photograph before 
ever releasing the shutter. Over a decade later he would institutionalize this idea with his Zone System, a 

photographic technique that is still taught in schools today. 

Together with Edward Weston, (one of the most influential American photographers of the 20th century), he would found 
the f.64 group that reimagined the photographic medium, and Adams was instrumental in the creation of 
the photography department at the Museum of Modern Art. 

Adams had his eye on the Diving Board, a rock slab 

hanging some 3,500 feet above the valley floor. It wasn’t 
an easy hike in the first place, and he was loaded down 
with a 40-pound pack containing his camera, a handful 
of filters and lenses, and 12 glass plate negatives.  

He waited for the sun to move high enough in the sky to 
illuminate the entire cliff face, and for his first shot, he 
used a yellow filter that he often placed over his lens to 
subtly darken the blue sky. But almost as soon as he’d 

released the shutter, he knew something was off. 

“I began to realize, why, I’m not creating anything of what I 

feel, because I know the shadow on the cliff is going to be like 
the sky; it’s going to be gray. It will be an accurate picture of 

Half Dome, but it won’t have that emotional quality I feel.”  

Published October 28, 2015 this is a deluxe, oversized book timed for the 

150th anniversary of Abraham Lincoln's signing of the Yosemite Grant, an 

event that laid the groundwork for the National Parks system. 
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Before the establishment of  the National 

Park Service in 1916, management of  

Yosemite fell to the military. Many of  the 

soldiers were Buffalo Soldiers who were 
veterans of  the Spanish-American War. 

During the War they discovered that they 

could better shield themselves from the 

tropical rains of  Cuba and the Philippines 

by pinching their high-crowned, broad-
brimmed hats into symmetrical quadrants. 

They continued to sport the distinctive 

“Montana Peak” style while patrolling 

Yellowstone, and it eventually became part 

of  the National Park Service ranger 

uniform. 

Buffalo Soldiers at Yosemite National Park, c 1890 

Sheldon Johnson has been a Yosemite Park Ranger 

for 14 years, and is noted for his re-creation of  the 

Buffalo Soldier who patrolled Yosemite prior to the 

establishment of  the National Park Service.  Ranger 
Johnson performs at the Yosemite Theater every   

Sunday, May through October. 

Buffalo Soldiers at Yosemite  

Ranger Sheldon Johnson 
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Beginning in the early 1870s, Irish 

immigrant James McCauley, who 

owned a hotel atop Glacier Point,       

ended evenings spent around the 
campfire with guests by kicking the 

burning embers over the soaring 

cliff  and into Yosemite Falls. 

Visitors below enjoyed the shower 

of  fire so much they began to pay 
McCauley to continue the practice. 

David Curry, the  proprietor of  
Camp Curry, revived the Yosemite 

Firefall in the early 1900s after  

hearing guests reminisce about it.   

It became a nightly summertime 

entertainment until the National 

Park Service, frowning upon the 

man-made attraction, ended it in 
1968.  However, to this day the 

Firefall is recreated during holidays 

and special events. 

President T. Roosevelt and John Muir at Yosemite c 1903 

In May 1903, President Theodore Roosevelt camped for three days with John Muir near 

Glacier Point. On that trip, Muir convinced Roosevelt to take control of  Yosemite         

Valley and Mariposa Grove away from California and return it to the federal government. 

In 1906, Roosevelt signed a bill that did precisely that.  
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Half Dome. The granite crest rises 
4,737 feet above the valley floor. 

Climbing the stairway at Half Dome 
which is open to the public. 

It requires special Park permission to climb 
El Capitan (above).   

El Capitan is a 3,00 foot tall granite monolith. 

Half Dome 
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Yosemite Falls has an upper and lower fall and a 

middle cascade comprised of 4 smaller falls, all of 
which go dry during the summer months. 

At 2,425 feet Yosemite Falls (below) is 
the longest fall in North America.   

Mariposa Grove 

Grizzly Giant –Between 1900–2400 years old. It has 

a volume of 34,010 cubic feet, is 210 feet tall, and has 
a heavily buttressed base with a diameter of 30 feet. 
It is the 25th largest tree in the world.  

The Grizzly Giant at Mariposa Grove 
(below) is the tallest sequoia in Yosemite 
National Park. 
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September, the beginning of  everyone’s favorite season. Our 45 local artists are bringing 

in fresh items to celebrate the new season. Come see what’s new! We are open 7 days a 

week, 10-6pm.  

Each week, we feature one of  our artists, complete with demonstrations by them.  

Monday September 2 thru Sunday September 8, ManijeTroutman, eclectic painter and 

expert in the use of  gelli plate in art. Come see a demonstration of  the use of  gelli plate 

on Saturday September 7, 11-2pm. The border print at the top of  this page is an example of  the 

use of  gelli plate.  

Monday September 9 thru Sunday September 15, Janice Barrett, acrylic painter. Janice 

will demonstrate mini canvas painting, Friday and Saturday, September 13-14, 12-2pm. 

Her mini canvas art can be purchased for $7.50.  

Monday September 16 thru Sunday September 22, Elizabeth Rhyneer, metal jeweler. 

Saturday, September 21, 12-3pm, Elizabeth will demonstrate applying different types of  

patina on metal jewelry.   

Monday September 23 thru Sunday September 29, Kath Piros, creator of  art glass     

jewelry and decorative pieces. Kath will be demonstrating her fused glass jewelry Friday 

September 27, 5-8pm. 

Monday September 30 thru Sunday October 6, Barb Atkins, yarn maven. Barb will be 

demonstrating  spinning yarn and other interesting threads Saturday October 5, 11-2pm.. 

          SPECIAL EVENTS  

Fairhaven Fourth Friday Art Walk, September 27, 5-8pm. Kath Piros will demonstrate how 

she creates her fused glass jewelry, and will let you try your hand at cutting glass. 

Fundraiser for Historic Fairhaven Association Fall Brunch, Sunday September 29.  Tickets 
can be purchased online through the Association’s website, www.hfa.fairhaven.com. And 

after brunch, come see us at the Art Market! 

 

  The Art Market is at 1103 11th Street, Bellingham (Fairhaven) and is the         

  co-operative for members of the Whatcom Art Guild.   

  Phone 360 738 8564       Website:  whatcomartmarket.org.  
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Walldogs?    What’s a Walldog, you ask? And what does it have to do with art?    

Well, if  you’re old enough to remember those old 

buildings that had advertisements painted on their 

sides, then you might be familiar with the term      

Walldog. 

It’s an appropriate nickname given to the uncredited, 

commissioned artists who worked like dogs under the 

scorching sun and against the frigid air for long hours painting signs on buildings.  They   

produced the brick ads that were common place up until the 1960s when neon signs  became 

more relevant.  

Recently there has been a push to bring back those signs of  yesteryear, and the man heading 

it up since 2006 when the Walldogs were founded is artist, Scott Lindley.   He’s just the man 

to breath new life into these buildings and bring them back from the dead.  To date, Scott   

Lindley and the Walldogs have painted more than 570 murals in 28 towns across America.   

Collectively there are over 600 (and growing) volunteer Walldogs who come from all over 

the globe to volunteer their time and talent to be a part of  this movement.  Each volunteer 

pays their way to attend an event, but once they arrive, the townsfolk cover everything else 

for them to include room and board.   
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The townsfolk select the subjects for the murals and the Walldogs 

choose which one they want to paint.  In most cases the Walldogs do    

extensive research on the subject they’ve selected, but the townsfolk 

have the last say regarding content.  All murals are designed to reflect 

the history of  the town, and advertisement murals are not permitted 

unless they depict historical content relevant to the town.  Depending 

on the size and complexity of  the mural, the cost for each mural runs   

between $8,000 to $14,000, and it normally takes 3-4 days for the 

Walldogs to complete their work. 

Walldogs events are often held in conjunction 

with another event such as a festival, or car  

show.   And all 28 cities that have sponsored a 

Walldog event have benefitted financially from 

tourism. 

Centerville, Iowa 

Just last month the Walldogs created murals in Keene, New Hampshire.  Most of  the 

photos that follow were taken during this event.   

Streator, Illinois 
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Keene, New Hampshire 

Keene, New Hampshire 

Keene, New Hampshire 
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Keene, New Hampshire 

Keene, New Hampshire 

Keene, New Hampshire 
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Westerly, Rhode Island, 

Pontiac, Illinois 

Pontiac, Illinois 
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Gordon Pembridge was born and raised in 

Kenya, where he developed a passion for    

natural history. He is involved in graphic     

design, 3D design, fine art, illustration,     
photography, digital imaging, and    

woodturning.              

Gordon started wood turning in 2004 after 

moving to Australia. He’s developed a series 

of thin-turned pieces with a pierced fern as a 
signature piece. In these pieces Gordon loves 

exploring the boundaries of  woodturning on 

the lathe and then hand carving intricate      

designs into the timber.  
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Douglas J. Fisher is a full-time wood turning artist 

who lives on Vancouver Island, British Columbia.  

Since 2005 Douglas has collaborated with Jeremy 

Humpherville, a local aboriginal artist, and together 

they have created over 100 sculptures.  

Douglas’ wood sculptures were created primarily by 

using a lathe followed by hand carving. 

Wood Turning 
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Wood Turnings Inlaid with Minerals and Natural Elements 

Richard Fitzgerald was raised in Mancos, Colorado where he 

spent many hours roaming the mountains and gained an         

admiration for the many twisted, gnarled, shapes nature has   

created in the trees. 

Richard’s work is turned from the finest native woods of     

Southwestern Colorado including aspen, tamarack, box elder, 
cottonwood, maple and red cedar.  When he can find it, he also 

uses black walnut which was first brought to the Colorado      

valleys by early settlers over 100 years ago. 

He enjoys the figured or rippled appearance that burled and 

“worm-hole” woods possess.  His specialty is inlaying natural 

cracks and blemishes with objects precious in nature such as  

turquoise and coral, porcupine quill or snakeskin. A finish is 
then rubbed in by hand which enhances the wood’s natural 

beauty. 

Richard selects his stock from dead trees that have been          

seasoned by nature. He achieves real satisfaction in taking a 

piece of  abandoned wood and turning it into a beautiful piece of  

art. Having spent his life in Southwestern Colorado surrounded 

by Anasazi ruins and culture, Richard Fitzgerald cites the lines 

of  their ancient pottery as a major influence in the art he creates. 

Wood Turning 
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Gary Lowe lives in the Scottish 

Highlands and got into turning late 

in life around 2002, towards the end 

of  his Military Career.   

He works in all aspects of  turning; 

hollow forms, off-center, natural 
edge, and is noted for adding color 

and texture. 

 Gary is a member of  The Register 

of  Professional Turners.  

 

 

Wood Turning 
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At our September meeting, we are going to hold the second Meet and Greet of 
the year.  At these events, we break into smaller (8 or so) groups so that we can 
better get to know our fellow members. 
 
 
This time, we are going to offer two ways to participate! 
 

1 - Please bring some of your current work to share, to have critiqued, 
to problem-solve, to show a new technique or medium you’ve been 
working on, or works by a favorite artist to share, or recommendations 
about art-related books or movies that have inspired you, or tips about 
social media or marketing or – whatever!  We will share this work with the 
folks at our table. 
 
2 – Tell us something new about you!  Bring in some work that we don’t 
know you do, or have done – work you have done in a past life, or 
experimental work that you haven’t shared with us yet.  (For instance, if 
we know you as a photographer, bring in one of those quilts you made in 
the ‘90s that we’ve never seen.) When you come into the meeting, please 
place this work along the tables and window ledges, making sure your 
name isn’t exposed (you can cover it up if you need to).  At the break we 
will all have a chance to look at the pieces, and during the last 15 minutes 
or so of the program we will try to guess who might have brought in which 
piece! 

 
  A Meet-and-Greet is your opportunity to show off, or ask advice, or share     
  information – and best of all, to get to know some of your fellow members you 
  haven’t had the chance yet to meet.  Come and learn what’s on your fellow  
  artists’ minds, and let’s have some fun!  
 
  If you have a question about the Meet and Greet, email Lorraine Day at   
      mesmerie1@gmail.com. 
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 WAG Elections  

1.  President:  Candidate -- Carol Ann Anderson 

 

2. Secretary:  OPEN 

 

3.  VP Marketing:  OPEN 

 

4.  VP Programs:  Candidate -- Lorraine Day, incumbent  

 

5.  VP Shows:  OPEN 

 

6.  VP WAM:  Candidate -- Peggy Alexander, incumbent  

 

7.  Treasure:  Candidate -- James Weaver, incumbent  

 

8.  Membership Director:  Candidate -- Mechel Bell 

 

9.  Trustee #1 (position up for election):  Candidate -- June Kiefer  (3 years to serve) 

 
 

With the annual elections coming up in November, the below information is provided to keep all 

informed as to the status of the nominees. 

For more information on the OPEN positions, or if you are interested in being a candidate for any 

of the OPEN positions, please contact Pat Fisher- - pat.fisher@comcast.net. 
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